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Introduction

Step1: Detect entrenched patterns

This paper investigates the role of schematic
constructions for processes of sentence comprehension
from the viewpoint of usage-based cognitive construction
grammars (Goldberg 2006, Langacker 2008).

 Technique 1: Detect fuzzy association rules
 Association Rule: {PROPERTYA, PROPB … , PROPK} ⟹
{PROPERTYL, PROPM … , PROPN}

 for all linguistic expressions E, the greater E’s
degree of entrenchment ( = cognitive routinization),
the easier its processing
Goals:
1. Detect firmly entrenched patterns
 Domain of interest: English finite non-subject
relative clause constructions (RCC)
2. Assess constructional network of relevant domain
3. Predict processing demand from network position

Data

C.s3: The only thing you could do
is is is is is do something for money
here …

 But detected rules are quite simple ( sparse data)
0,1046

 Morphosyntactic dissimilarity of head & RC subject (Gordon et
al. 2004)

0,0727

C.s1: That’s all I have done.

0,0727
0,0675

C.s4: It’s something that we were
doing two or three weeks ago.

0,067

C.w1: The matter [ on which Mr
Pitkin had required advice ] was
the estate.

0,066
0,0567
0,0561
0,1

0,12

include hCFA
types

Predicting processing demand:
Processing demand of an expression E is a
function of E’s distance to a cluster from
spoken L (red boxes)

 Technique 2: Detect significant configurations ( types)
Figure 3: Structure of entrenched partially specified RCCs ( = hCFA types)

(hCFA, von Eye 1990)
 Fobs > Fexp  “type” (~ entrenched pattern)

 Results: Detection of 237 significant types (p < .01)
 7 fully specified types (CFA)

 Semantic indeterminacy of head (Gennari & MacDonald
2008)
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 230 types w/ exactly 1 unfilled slot (hCFA)

Manual coding of data:
medium/register
syntactic type of head
“uniqueness” adjective
contentfulness of head
animacy of head
definiteness of head
syn. type of RC-subject
relativizer
type of embedding

Results reflect robust experimental findings

 Accessibility of RC subject (Reali & Christiansen 2007)

0,0788

0,08

 Detected typesCFA show lexical specificity

 Presence of prenominal adjectives (Jaeger and Wasow 2008)

0,0792

0,06

 CFA focuses on individuals and not variables

 Animacy of RC subject helps processing (Mak et al. 2004)

0,0797

0,04

 Constructional access is identified with processing demand

Spoken types exhibit all properties that have been identified in
experimental studies to facilitate processing, such as

0,095

 Hierarchical Configural Frequency Analysis

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

C.s2: All I’m saying is we’ll
have might have to take a bit
extra time to get there.

0,0909

Figure 1: Detected association rules (ordered by leverage)

 Extraction of all bi-clausal relative clause constructions
 Manual inspection of data
 Nº “clean” bi-clausal RCCs = 1088
 Nº finite non-subject RCC = 329 (Ratiospoken/written ~ 2:1)

C.w2: The matter [ on which Mr
Pitkin had required advice ] was
the estate.

0,1033

0,02

 Entrenchment determines constructional access

Results corroborate exemplar-based views on
language representation and processing

Figure 2: Structure of entrenched fully specified RCCs ( = CFA types)

 auditory channel  no external representation, only short
term buffering, fast decay of memory traces

0

 Corpus: British Component of International Corpus of
English (ICE-GB R2)

Results are captured naturally by theoretical
constructs of cognitive construction grammars

 gives rise to unrooted tree structures

 spoken rules invariably exhibit “simpler” factor levels

SRC.prn -> spoken
SRC.lex -> written
SRC.prn & h.gen -> spoken
no.unique.A & h.con -> written
h.con & present -> written
h.gen -> spoken
h.con -> written
h.lex & no.unique.A -> written
h.lex & present -> written
absent -> spoken
present -> written
h.gen & absent -> spoken
no.unique.A & center & SRC.lex ->…
center & SRC.lex -> written

 Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering
 amalgamation via neighbor joining tree estimation
(Saitou and Nei 1987)

 Rules disclose distinctive characteristics for each register

Processing of a sentence level linguistic structure
essentially is accessing complex templates (constructional
schemas) from memory, such that

Conclusion

 similarity = distance in Euclidean space

 k-optimal pattern discovery (Webb and Zhang 2005)

 Result: Detection of 14 significant rules (p < .01)

Guiding Hypothesis:

Step 2: Structure detected patterns

(spoken/written)
(+/- lexical)
(+/- present )
(+/- low)
(+/- animate)
(+/- definite)
(+/- lexical)
(present/absent)
(right /center)
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Example: fully specified typeCFA - C.S3
Instance: The only thing he can do is ... [S2A-004 #138]
Name
Freq
Exp
Cont.chisq
Obs-exp
P.adj.bin
Dec
Q

c.s3
15
1.1079
174.1948
>
4.89E-10
***
0.042

medium
head type
unique A
content head
animacy head
definiteness head
SRC type
relativizer
embedding

spoken
lexical
present
low
inanimate
definite
pronominal
absent
center
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